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ABSTRACT

The healthcare sector is a fast growing segment of GNP in almost every econ-
omy. No wonder that we witnessed a tremendous increase in research both med-
ical research to improve medical practice but also research to improve manage-
ment practices. Patient flow management is an example. Patient flow represents
the ability of the healthcare system to serve patients quickly, reliably and effi-
ciently as they move through stages of care. Unfortunately patients still experi-
ence delays and waiting lists. A queueing model offers an excellent tool to ana-
lyze and to improve the performance of healthcare systems. The purpose of this
contribution is to discuss differences with the modeling of manufacturing systems
and to focus on modeling issues in patient flow. Next, we discuss two specific
topics: first, the impact of interrupts and absences on waiting lists and delays, and
second, the modeling of batches in healthcare operations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important feature of healthcare processes (or services in general)
is that the demand for resources is to a large extent unscheduled. As
a consequence, there is a permanent mismatch between the demand for
a treatment and the available capacity. Moreover, timely care is very
important so interrupts are common in healthcare processes (the sense
of urgency is almost always present). No wonder that healthcare is
riddled with delays. No need to come up with a convincing example,
we have all experienced that phenomenon. Delays are highly undesir-
able, not only from a psychological point of view (patient satisfac-
tion) but also from an economic point of view. Government reim-
bursement systems are more and more based on a Justified Length of
Stay (JLoS) system. DRG’s (Diagnosis Related Groups) are charac-
terized by a minimum and maximum length of stay (depending on
parameters such as severity of the illness, age of the patient,…). If a
patient is dismissed before the JLoS is over, the hospital still collects
a full reimbursement. On the other hand, if the patient remains in care
for a period which exceeds the limit of the JLoS, the hospital has to
pay for the extra costs involved. The JLoS of a DRG is determined in
function of a national average length of stay. The system stimulates
hospitals to continuously improve their performance. Moreover,
improper scheduling and malfunctioning logistical systems cause
length of stays that are too long. Insurance companies may reject reim-
bursement of these “denied days” because the delay is not medically
necessary (Hall, 2006a). Delays also create a “hidden” hospital in anal-
ogy with the hidden company. In other words, such a hospital creates
wasteful overhead.

Randolph Hall (2006a, 2006b) coined the term patient flow. It rep-
resents the ability of the healthcare system to serve patients quickly,
reliably and efficiently as they move through stages of care. Queue and
delay analysis can produce dramatic improvements in medical perfor-
mance, patient satisfaction and cost efficiency of healthcare. Health-
care systems can be represented as a complex queueing network. The
queueing models are helpful to determine the capacity levels (and the
allocation of capacity) needed to respond to demands in a timely fash-
ion (minimizing the delay). There is a demand side (the patient mix
and the associated variability in the arrival stream) and a supply side
(the hospital resources such as surgeons, nurses, operating rooms,
waiting rooms, recovery, imaging machines, laboratories) in any
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healthcare process. Moreover, both demand and supply are inherently
stochastic. This stochastic nature creates disturbances and outages dur-
ing the process. It is the combination of capacity analysis and vari-
ability that makes queueing theory so attractive. The major objective
is to identify factors influencing the flow time of patients, to identify
levers of improvement and to analyze trade-offs.

Healthcare systems, however, have a number of specific features
making the modeling much more difficult than a typical industrial
manufacturing process. These features pose important methodological
challenges. This is the subject of section 2. In section 3 and 4, we dis-
cuss two specific problems, namely, the impact of interrupts and
absences on waiting lists and waiting time and the optimization of
patient group sizes in medical imaging departments. Section 5 draws
some conclusions.

II. USING QUEUEING MODELS TO REDUCE DELAYS
IN A HEALTHCARE SYSTEM

Queueing models have been applied in numerous industrial settings
and service industries. The number of applications in healthcare, how-
ever, is relatively small. This is probably due to a number of unique
healthcare related features that make queueing problems particularly
difficult to solve. In this section, we will review these features and
where appropriate we will shortly discuss the methodological impact.

Before we dig into this issue, let’s first discuss two important mod-
eling issues in healthcare: the performance measures and the issue of
pooled capacity.

The performance measures in healthcare systems focus on internal
and external delays. The internal delay refers to the sojourn time of
patients inside the hospital before treatment. The external delay refers
to the phenomenon of waiting lists. Manufacturing systems may buffer
with finished goods inventory, service systems rely more on time
buffers and capacity buffers. Another important performance measure
is related to the target occupancy (utilization) levels of resources. Aver-
age occupancy targets are often preferred by government and other
institutional agents. Hereby, higher occupancy levels are preferred, but
this results in longer delays. We are often confronted with conflicting
objectives. Instead of determining capacity needs based on (target)
occupancy levels, it is preferable to focus on delays. The key issue in
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delay has to do with the tail probability of the waiting time. The tail
probability refers to the probability that a patient has to wait more
than a specified time interval. Capacity needs (e.g. staffing) of an
emergency department should be based on an upper bound on the frac-
tion of patients who experience a delay of more than a specific time
interval before receiving care from a physician (Green and Soares,
2007).

The second modeling issue has to do with capacity pooling. In gen-
eral, pooling refers to the phenomenon that available inventory or
capacity is shared among various sources of demand (well known
examples are location pooling, commonality or flexible capacity).
Pooling is based on the principle of aggregation and mostly comes
down to the fact that we can handle uncertainty with less inventory or
capacity. In healthcare systems resources are usually dedicated to spe-
cific patient types, hospitals have separate units or departments by
diagnostic type and bed flexibility is almost non-existing. As a result,
capacity pooling is absent. This explains the fact that most queueing
models reported in the literature are dealing with parts of the hospi-
tal. Queueing models can be used to model hospital wide systems and
to evaluate the benefits of greater versus less specialization of care
units or other resources (scanners, labs, …).

Let’s now turn to a number of unique healthcare related fea-
tures making queueing models in healthcare difficult to model and to
solve.

A. Time varying demand

Queueing models usually assume time-independent (input) demand
rates. Healthcare facilities generally experience different demand over
a day, over a week or over a season. Arrivals consist of acute (unsched-
uled) and elective (scheduled) patients. In other words, part of the
input cannot be controlled and another part can be scheduled. As a
consequence, staffing has to be adjusted constantly. The long term
steady-state probability distributions for queue length or delay are usu-
ally assumed to be independent of time. In healthcare systems we
should rely more on time varying arrival rates and time varying server
availability and time-dependent waiting times (Green & Soares (2007),
Ingolfsson et al. (2002)). Green (2006) proposes a stationary inde-
pendent period-by-period (SIPP) approach to determine how to vary
staffing to meet changing demand.
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B. Waiting creates additional work

Hall (2006b) points out that waiting creates additional work for clin-
icians because patients must be monitored. This situation does not
occur in a manufacturing environment where buffers typically do not
consume resources.

C. Re-entry of patients and stochastic routings

During consultation, patients may be routed to different facilities. The
routing of a patient through hospital facilities is not deterministic.
Instead, during the diagnosis stage there is a probabilistic routing.
Moreover, patients require in many cases several consultations before
e.g. surgery. Even after a patient is discharged from the hospital after
surgery and recovery, the patient is subjected to a number of follow-
up consultations. In other words, the queueing model must take care
of re-entry of patients creating additional work on top of the new
patients. In most cases, the re-entry is correlated.

D. Time blocks for consultation and surgery

In most queueing models time is considered as continuous and events
are spread out over this continuous time scale. In services in general
and in health care more specifically, resources are not continuously
available. Instead, time is divided into “time blocks” for consultation
(e.g. twice a week) or surgery (e.g. one day per week). Consequently
we have to focus on service processes in which service takes place
during predefined service epochs. Vacation models observe the queue-
ing behavior of such systems in which servers are available during
certain time blocks and are on “vacation” during the other time inter-
vals.

E. Capacity related issues

Hospitals operate within strict business restrictions. Resources are usu-
ally very scarce and consequently hospitals operate under high capac-
ity utilization conditions. The so-called heavy traffic conditions are
present. Heavy traffic conditions assume that all stations in the net-
work are critically loaded. In such an environment, traditional para-
metric decomposition approaches may not yield accurate results for the
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performance measures. Other approaches may be necessary such as
Brownian queueing models.

F. Modeling of absences, disturbances and interruptions

An important determinant of the flow time is variability. We distin-
guish two types of variability. Natural variability is variability that is
inherent to the system process. Natural variability is much more sub-
stantial in healthcare as compared to manufacturing environments.
Second, we have variability that can be related or assigned to a spe-
cific external cause. This variability is caused by unplanned absences
of medical staff or interruptions during service operations. It is well
known that variability induces waiting time. As a result the time avail-
able during consultation is often exceeded. This in turn is remedied by
allowing overtime. Unfortunately, overtime modeling is a non-trivial
issue in queueing.

G. Queueing disciple

The first-in-first-out assumption is common in queueing. From the
moment on that other queueing disciplines are introduced, the model
becomes very complex. Unfortunately, other than FIFO disciplines are
quite common in healthcare (triage system for emergencies, priority
changes for medical reasons,…). Moreover, queue lengths are often
limited or we have a closed queueing system (patients are allowed to
enter the system if another patient left the system). All of these fea-
tures dramatically complicate the modeling exercise.

In what follows, we report on two cases dealing with some of the
above mentioned modeling issues.

III. THE MODELING OF INTERRUPTS AND UNPLANNED
ABSENCES DURING HEALTH CARE OPERATIONS

With respect to service outages in health care, a large body of litera-
ture exists. Outages in a hospital setting have been the subject of dis-
cussion in Babes and Sarma (1991), Liu and Liu (1998), Chisholm et
al. (2000), Chisholm et al. (2001), France et al. (2005) and Gabow et
al. (2006) among others. There is a consensus on the harmful effects
of outages on patient flow times as well as on the quality of service.
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Outages result in congestion, unstable schedules and most importantly
in overtime for staff members. We refer to Easton et al. (2005) for an
excellent treatment of this issue.

In this section, we focus on unplanned absences of medical staff and
interruptions during service operations. Unplanned absences and inter-
ruptions during service activities have a major impact on flow times.
Doctors and medical staff face various obligations which they have to
attend to (making morning rounds, answering phones, patient check-
ups, daily management, …). In addition doctors often combine a hos-
pital job and private consultation. These phenomena may cause a vari-
able arrival pattern at the hospital (Liu et al., 1998) and may lead to
interruptions during the treatment process (Chisholm et al., 2000;
Chisholm et al., 2001; Easton et al., 2005; Gabow et al., 2006). It is
clear that hospital environments are characterized by substantial
amounts of variability. As is argued in the literature (Hopp and Spear-
man, 2000), variability induces waiting times. While in service indus-
tries variability cannot be countered by means of inventory in the tra-
ditional sense, patients will have to wait until capacity becomes
available (Vissers, Bertrand and De Vries, 2001; Harper, 2002; Van-
daele and De Boeck, 2003; Sethuraman and Tirupati, 2005). Besides
the time buffer, hospitals often have to rely on a capacity buffer to mit-
igate the impact of variability and to maintain required service levels.

In order to model service processes liable to outages, queueing the-
ory proves to be an ideal tool. With respect to service outages and
server unreliability, we face a vast amount of queueing literature. Sur-
veys on the machine interference problem and server unreliability may
be found in Stecke and Aronson (1985) and Haque and Armstrong
(2007). Unreliable servers are often modeled using vacation models.
Over the past decades, queueing systems with server vacations have
received a lot of attention in the queueing literature. Vacation models
observe the queueing behavior of systems in which the server begins
a vacation (i.e. becomes unavailable) when certain conditions are met.
For instance, imagine a doctor’s office that has opening hours on Tues-
day afternoons and on Friday evenings. On Tuesday, after service com-
pletion of the last patient, the doctor leaves on a “vacation” until Fri-
day evening at which time service is resumed. At the end of service
on Friday, a vacation is initiated until next Tuesday afternoon. We illus-
trate this process in Figure 1.

Next to the modeling of planned absences (e.g. a working schedule),
vacation models may also be used to model unplanned server
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interruptions (e.g. a doctor who is called away for an emergency).
A wide variety of vacation models exists. For a general overview, we
refer to Doshi (1986) and Takagi (1988). A more recent yet less gen-
eral survey can be found in Vishnevskii and Semenova (2006).

In this work, however, we do not focus on vacation models.
Instead, we consider an alternative, more intuitive approach to model
service outages. This approach was first suggested by Hopp and
Spearman (2000). In their work, Hopp et al. (2000) propose a trans-
formation of the service process times to account for service outages.
The results of Hopp et al. (2000) are widely accepted in the litera-
ture (see for instance Lambrecht, Ivens and Vandaele (1998)) and
have been further developed by Creemers and Lambrecht (2007).
In this work, we summarize the most important results on the sub-
ject. In what follows, we first discuss the difference between pre-
emptive and nonpreemptive outages. Next, we provide the means to
model them.

A. Outages, classification and impact

As was indicated previously, the service process of a patient may be
interrupted or postponed. These outages will increase the natural ser-
vice times (i.e. the raw service time excluding any impact resulting
from outages). We call these increased, adjusted service times effec-
tive service times. It is the total time “seen” or “experienced” by a
patient at a workstation. The effective process time random variable is
of primary interest to determine flow times.

We distinguish between preemptive and nonpreemptive outages.
Preemptive and nonpreemptive outages will impact the service process
and will give rise to increased levels of traffic intensity (resulting in
the so-called effective utilization rate or effective traffic intensity).
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Let us first focus on nonpreemptive outages. Nonpreemptive out-
ages typically occur between jobs, rather than during jobs. They
occur at the beginning of each service epoch (e.g. at the start of a
consultation work shift) whenever a doctor or another member of
the medical staff is absent (e.g. due to late arrival). We may refer to
such an outage as an unplanned absence and define the mean and
variance of the amount of time absent as T and sT

2 respectively (i.e.
absence times are allowed to follow a general distribution). Further-
more, we assume an average number of patients (represented by n)
to arrive in between two consecutive absences. This is an important
feature of the model. Indeed, n may be considered as the number of
patients in a service time block (e.g. a consultation work shift). Each
start of a time block may induce a delay due to an absence. In other
words, the number of patients in a time block is a decision variable
and is comparable to a lot sizing decision. Evaluating different time
block sizes (i.e. different values of n), may provide key managerial
insights.

Next to nonpreemptive outages, we also allow for preemptive out-
ages to take place. Preemptive outages occur whenever a doctor is
interrupted during a consultation activity. These interruptions will be
modeled in an approach which builds on the tradition set by Hopp et
al. (2000). They are characterized by a Mean Time To Interrupt (ti) and
a Mean Time To Resolve (tr). The model presented in Hopp et al.
(2000) presumes interrupts to occur only during actual service time.
However, in a hospital setting it is possible that interrupts take place
during the resolve time induced by a previous interrupt as well. For
instance, if the service process of a patient is interrupted by a phone
call, it is still possible for a doctor to be called away for an emergency,
to receive another call, …

In what follows, we present the main results on nonpreemptive as
well as preemptive outages. In a final subsection, we present results
on the joint occurence of nonpreemptive and preemptive outages.

B. Nonpreemptive outages

We define a nonpreemptive outage to occur whenever the succession
of two events is based on the number of services performed in between
(hence, setups, rework, maintenance, ... are all extensions that are able
to capitalize on the technique discussed in this section). Applied to
our setting, we have that n patients are treated (on average) in between
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two consecutive absence possibilities. Assume that the length of
services and absence times do not depend on the service history (i.e.
they are independent of prior service and absence times). The absence
times themselves are distributed following a probability density func-
tion fT∞(x). The average absence time and its variance are represented
by T and sT

2 respectively. The service time of the nth patient includes
part service time, part absent time. We refer to the service time of the
nth patient as the combined service time. We illustrate these concepts
in Figure 2.

The probability density function of the combined service times
equals:

fc∞(x∞∞+∞∞y)∞∞=∞∞f∞(x)∞fT∞∞(y)

where f∞(x) is the probability density function of the natural service
times with mean X“ and variance sX

2. One can consider the services that
are preceded by an absent period as a separate class of patients that
has a probability 1∞/∞n of randomly being picked in front of the work-
station (e.g. the doctor’s office). The other services as a whole have a
probability (n∞∞–∞∞1)∞∞/∞n of randomly being picked. Therefore, we can
define the mean service times including the effect of absence times as
follows:
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FIGURE 2
Illustration of the combined service time
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With respect to the variance of the service time (including absence
times), we develop the following expression:

The above expression is equivalent to that of Hopp et al. (2000) and
is valid under the assumption that the combined service times as well
as ordinary service times are independently distributed.

C. Preemptive outages

We refer to service interruptions as preemptive outages. Doctors being
called away on emergencies, answering phone calls, … are typical
examples. The average time between two consecutive interrupts is
defined as ti whereas tr refers to the average time it takes to resolve
an interruption. Preemptive outages prove to be more difficult to
model while they occur after the elapsing of a variable amount of time
(i.e. a mean time to interrupt ti), rather than after a number of patients
being processed. Under the assumption that the time between two con-
secutive interrupts is exponentially distributed, exact expressions for
mean and variance have been obtained.

With respect to preemptive outages, we make a distinction between
two different scenarios. On the one hand, one might presume pre-
emptive outages to occur only during actual service time. As such,
preemptive outages do not take place during the resolve times induced
by previous outages. Remark that this does not imply that the service
process of a single patient cannot be interrupted more than once. On
the other hand, one might assume preemptive outages to occur during
resolve times as well (e.g. as indicated previously, doctors may be be
interrupted when already engaged in resolving a previous interrupt).
While this latter instance can be seen as an extension of the former,
we will first discuss outages occurring exclusively during actual ser-
vice time. Define as the resolve time of the jth preemptive out-
age that occurred during the service process of one and the same
patient. The mean and variance of the resolve times are given by tr and
s2

r. In addition, resolve times of different outages are assumed to be

tr j
0
( )
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i.i.d.. The service process of a patient thus faces the probability of
encompassing several interrupts that prolong its service duration. The
service time of a patient (including interrupts) can be expressed as:

As such, the average service time X“
i incorporates both the natural

service time X“ as well as the resolve times of interrupts that occurred
during service. Moreover, J0 denotes the number of preemptive out-
ages that occurred during the service process of a unit. J0 is a random
variable that follows a Poisson distribution (i.e. we assume the time
between two consecutive interrupts to be exponentially distributed).
Hence, its mean and variance both equal X“ ∞⁄∞ti (i.e. the mean service
time divided by the mean time for an interrupt to occur). We face a
sum of random variables (the resolve times ) in which the num-
ber of random variables (the number of interrupts J0), is a random
variable itself. Assume that J0 and (∀∞j∞∞∈∞∞{0,1,…}) are i.i.d.
variables. In addition, assume the mean as well as the variance of

to be equal for all j∞∞∈∞∞{0,1,…}. Therefore, the mean and vari-
ance of the sum of J0 random variables can be expressed as
(Dudewicz and Mishra, 1988):

where S0 is the random variable representing the sum of J0 resolve
times . In other words, we have that:

The mean and variance of the sum of resolve times can be defined as:
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We can now express the mean service time including the effect of
interrupts as follows:

This corresponds to the expression presented in Hopp et al. (2000)
in which the natural service time is divided by an availability factor
in order to incorporate the effect of interrupts. Next, we have a look
at the variance of the service times including the effect of preemptive
outages during service time. We start with the expression of the sec-
ond moment:

Using the expression for the second moment it is easy to obtain the
variance of the service times including the effect of interrupts:

This expression once more matches the formula derived in Hopp
et al. (2000). The above expressions hold if and only if the Poisson-
distributed preemptive outages take place during service itself.
In what follows, we relax this assumption and allow for inter-
rupts to take place during the resolve times induced by previous
interrupts.

In order to approach this problem, we divide the interrupts into
different sets. Let g (where g is an element of the set containing 
the natural numbers) denote the set index. We define to be the
resolve time of the jth interrupt belonging to the set of index g (i.e. the
interrupt is said to be of order g). Without loss of generality,
assume that interrupts of order 0 occurred during actual service, inter-
rupts of order 1 occurred during the resolve times of interrupts of
order 0,∞∞… In general, interrupts of order g took place during the
resolving of interrupts of order (g∞∞–∞∞1). Figure 3 provides further
insight.
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In addition, define Sg as the sum of resolve times corresponding to
interrupts of order g. We have that:

where Jg is the number of interrupts belonging to the set of index g.
Jg follows a Poisson distribution and its mean and variance equal:

One can infer that:

Using the same reasoning as applied previously, one can express
the mean service time including the effect of all order interrupts as fol-
lows:
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FIGURE 3
Multilevel interruptions during the service process of a patient
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Using these parameters, the second moment may be expressed as
follows:

As a result, the variance of the service time (including the impact
of all order interrupts) is given by:

D. Combining preemptive and nonpreemptive outages

In many hospital settings, both preemptive and nonpreemptive out-
ages may surface. While it is impossible to interrupt the service
process in the instance of a nonpreemptive outage (e.g. a doctor who
arrives late), we only consider the case in which both types of outages
cannot occur simultaneously. The average service time incorporating
this combined effect can be expressed as:

where fi (x) is the probability density function of service times includ-
ing the effect of all order interrupts. Its mean and variance are given
by  X“

i and s2
i respectively. We refer to X“

Ti as the effective service time
while it equals the service time experienced by the patient (and as
such includes the impact of outages). The variance of the effective
service times at the consultation workstation may be expressed as:
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These results allow us to take service outages into account when
assessing hospital performance measures. We refer to Creemers and
Lambrecht (2007) where the above results were used to model the
orthopedic department of a Belgian hospital.

IV. THE BATCHING DECISION FOR THE NUCLEAR
MAGNETIC RESONANCE SCANNER

The Nuclear Magnetic Resonance scanner (named NMR hereafter) is
one of these very expensive high tech resources, used for medical
imaging. In this section we will analyze how the use of this resource
can be managed in a more efficient way, by controlling the group sizes
of different patient types in such a way that the weighted average
patient lead time is minimized. As will be shown, this does not only
improve patient comfort (in terms of total time spent in the system),
but also the responsiveness of the system (in terms of availability in
case of emergency calls).

The NMR technology is based on three subsequent steps: nuclear
magnetization, resonance and relaxation. The NMR equipment con-
sists of a strong electromagnet and a set of measurement antennas.
The electromagnet is cylindrical, allowing the accommodation of the
appropriate part of the human body. At the central point of the cylin-
der, the magnetic field is the most homogeneous.

The antennas are specifically developed in function of the part of the
human body to be measured. As a consequence, each time another type
of image is needed, the system has to switch to the appropriate antenna
or the antenna has to be set up differently. In either case, a combination
of both hardware and software setups has to be performed (Truyen, 1996).

Because of these setups, the grouping of patients is a common prac-
tice in medical imaging departments. Although the need for grouping
is quite obvious, determining the optimal size of the groups is not
self-evident. On the one hand there is a need to use the NMR equip-
ment efficiently, which means that the number of setups must be kept
low and group sizes should be large. On the other hand, patients can-
not wait too long before being processed, as patient lead time has
become an important element of competition between hospitals. This
argument drives for small group sizes.

In order to explain this inherent conflict, we analyze the relationship
between the average patient lead time (defined as the time between
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a patient’s call arrival at the NMR department and the moment at
which he leaves) and the group size. This relationship is represented
in Figure 4.

The two conflicting effects mentioned above are referred to as the
grouping effect and the saturation effect (Karmarkar, 1987). The
grouping effect (straight line on Figure 1) shows increasing average
patient lead times when groups are larger. The larger the group, the
longer the group lead time, and subsequently the longer the patients
will remain in the system. The saturation effect (dotted line on Fig-
ure 1) shows increasing lead times when groups are smaller. Smaller
groups require more frequent setups, and as a consequence, the uti-
lization of the NMR equipment increases. This causes congestion,
resulting in longer average lead times.

The combination of both effects results in a convex relationship
(Lambrecht, Chen and Vandaele, 1996), which implies that there is an
optimal group size minimizing average patient lead time. More details
can be found in Vandaele, 1996. In the following paragraph, we
develop the mathematical model we will use to address the group size
decision problem. The objective is to determine the group size that
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FIGURE 4
Convex relationship between average patient lead time and group size
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minimizes the average patient lead time. Clearly, this is not only desir-
able from a patient’s point of view (since it improves patient comfort),
but also enhances the responsiveness of the system

A. Model description

In our approach, the NMR is regarded as a multi-product, single server
open queueing model. As such, it is an extension of the single product,
single server model described in Kraemer and Lagenbach-Belz (1976).
If we view a request for a particular image (part of the human body)
as an arrival of that image type, we can define the parameters of the
model as follows:

• k image type index, 1, …, K

• Yk average interarrival time of image type k

• s2
Yk interarrival time variance of image type k

• c2
Yk squared coefficient of variation of the interarrival time of

image type k

• lk average arrival rate of image type k

• T“ k average setup time for image type k

• s2
Tk setup time variance for image type k

• c2
Tk squared coefficient of variation of the setup time of image

type k

• X“
k average unit processing time of image type k

• s2
Xk unit processing time variance for image type k

• c2
Xk squared coefficient of the unit processing time of image type

k

• mk unit processing rate of image type k

In order to construct the model, the parameters of the individual
arrival and service processes are aggregated into a single aggregate
arrival and service process. Simultaneously, we integrate the grouping
aspect of the service process into our model.

= 1

X k

= 1

Yk
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B. Objective function and optimization

Given the average group arrival rate lk and average group processing
rate mk, the expected lead time for each image type k can be obtained:

This lead time clearly consists of four building blocks. The first
term corresponds to the average time a patient of image type k will
have to wait until a group of size Qk has been formed (collection time).
The term E∞(Wq) stands for the average time that patients spend wait-
ing in queue in front of the scanner until it becomes idle (waiting
time). It is approximated by the Kraemer-Lagenbach-Belz formula
(Kraemer and Lagenbach-Belz, 1976), and is independent of the image
type. The last two terms correspond to the average time a patient of
image type k spends in setup and processing. These different phases
are visualized in Figure 5 for a group size of four patients. The model
assumes a FIFO-discipline, which is accepted to be fair among patients
in a waiting room.

As can be seen from the figure, the collection time is different for
each patient of the group: the first patient has to wait until the other
three have arrived, while after arrival of the last patient the entire group
is immediately transferred to the second stage namely the queue in
front of the scanner. The time spent in queue and setup is the same for
each patient of the group. The time spent in processing is again dif-
ferent: given the FIFO-discipline and the fact that the scanner can deal
with only one patient at a time, the first patient will be processed
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FIGURE 5
Visualization of the different phases of the group lead time
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immediately while the others will have to wait until the preceding
patient has left the system.

The aggregate average lead time E∞(W) is calculated as a weighted
average of the lead times of all individual image types:

The weights are chosen to reflect the relative importance of each
image type for the system. Here, the importance is measured by means
of the volume of the image type. Alternatively, other weighting fac-
tors could be applied.

At this point the model is completed and we can formally state our
optimization problem:

where re equals the effective traffic intensity. It is a measure of the
load of the scanner, and can be derived from the traditional traffic
intensity r by adding the effect of the setup times:

where r is defined as

In order to preserve system stability, the effective traffic intensity
re should be strictly smaller than unity. It is clear that re is dependent
on the group sizes Qk. For large group sizes, lk tends to zero and re
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approaches the traditional traffic intensity r. For small group sizes, re

increases due to the impact of the setup times.
This non-linear constrained optimization problem is solved using a

dedicated optimization algorithm, yielding the optimal group size Qk
*

for each image type k. The expected individual lead time for a patient
of image type k can then be obtained as follows:

We shortly summarize an example of this approach, based on a real-
istic data set (see also Vandaele, Van Nieuwenhuyse and Cuypers,
2003). The NMR scanner produces ten types of images, only five of
which occur frequently. In Table 1 those five image types are described
(Image type 1 to 5). The infrequent image types are summarized in
Image type 6.

TABLE 1
Overview of the six image types of the NMR scanner

Image type # Name Abbreviation

1 Skull/Foot/Ankle SFA
2 Lumbal spine LS
3 Cervical spine CS
4 Shoulder/Hip SH
5 Knee/Wrist/Elbow KWE
6 Rest (neck, breast, …) REST

In this example there is no distinction between internal patients
(coming from another hospital department) and external patients (com-
ing from outside). The time needed to carry out the measurements is
dependent on the image type (ranging from 12 seconds to 7 minutes)
and the number of measurements (ranging from 3 to 8). A rule of
thumb is that the smaller the part of the human body, the more mea-
surements have to be performed. The patient also influences the num-
ber of measurements: nervousness or movements can cause the mea-
surement to be redone, increasing processing variability.
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The NMR scanner was observed during several weeks in order to
collect the necessary data. The arrival data (for individual patients)
are summarized in Table 2. As can be seen, there are significant dif-
ferences in the frequencies of occurrence for the individual image
types. In addition, the image types seem to exhibit a significant dif-
ferent variability (squared coefficients of variation).

The observed setup time and processing time characteristics are
given in Table 3 and Table 4.

TABLE 2
Summary of the arrival data for the different image types

Image Average interarrival Variance of the SCV of the Average 
type time interarrival interarrival arrival rate

time time
(seconds) (minutes) (seconds2) (# patients/sec)

1 14400 240 288376200 1.391 0.0000694

2 6120 102 25416000 0.679 0.0001634

3 7971 133 144803314 2.279 0.0001254

4 27390 457 353248200 0.471 0.0000365

5 5375 90 16207500 0.561 0.0001860

6 17850 298 477405000 1.498 0.0000560

TABLE 3
Summary of the setup time data for the different image types

Image type Average setup time Setup time variance Setup time SCV
(seconds) (seconds2)

1 46.714 338.905 0.155
2 89.375 1745.982 0.219
3 77.857 882.143 0.146
4 80.000 3200.000 0.500
5 91.000 2318.667 0.280
6 110.000 7725.000 0.638

For all image types, the average setup and processing times are in
the same order of magnitude. The processing times exhibit signifi-
cantly less variability than the setup times. In order to take into account
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the different outages of the system, such as lunches, meetings, work-
ing schedules and interruptions, we have to rely on effective process-
ing and setup times, based on the availability concept. Without going
into the details, these data are given in Table 5.

At this point, we have all the necessary data to run the optimization
model. The results are discussed in the next section.

TABLE 5
Effective setup and processing time data

Image type Effective Effective Effective Effective 
average setup time average processing

setup time variance processing time time variance
(seconds) (seconds2) (seconds) (seconds2)

1 56.910 503.000 1857.868 362803.935
2 108.883 2591.372 1417.548 167946.905
3 94.851 1309.2769 1343.147 96086.578
4 97.462 4749.414 1739.695 51827.978
5 110.863 3441.347 1154.424 79909.466
6 134.010 11465.382 1997.970 55211.935

C. Optimization and results

The resulting optimal group sizes (rounded above (+) and rounded
below (–)) are shown in Table 6, along with the planned group sizes
and the actual group sizes as currently used in practice. The planned
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TABLE 4
Summary of the processing time data for the different image types

Image type Average processing time Processing time Processing time 
variance SCV

(seconds) (minutes) (seconds2)

1 1525 25 244445.450 0.1050
2 1164 19 113157.143 0.0836
3 1103 18 64740.000 0.0533
4 1428 24 34920.000 0.0170
5 948 16 53840.390 0.0600
6 1640 27 37200.000 0.0138
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group sizes are the group sizes used by the administration to list
incoming calls/arrivals whereas the actual group sizes represent the
registered practice. In this way, the planned and the actual group sizes
represent the group sizes with and without the unplanned emergency
calls. Given the convex relationship from Figure 1, rounding to the
nearest larger integer is a conservative approach. On the contrary,
rounding the nearest lower integer is opportunistic but can in certain
situations lead to infeasibilities (due to the effect of the increased time
spent on setups, which may lead to an adapted traffic intensity equal
to or larger than unity).

The table shows a significant difference between the planned group
sizes and the actual group sizes. The reasons for this are diverse: emer-
gencies, patient related causes (e.g. late arrivals, cancellations), wrong
diagnosis by the corresponding doctor, etc. As the resulting actual
group sizes are always smaller than the planned group sizes, the actual
number of setups performed is larger than planned. Furthermore,
Table 6 shows that the optimal group sizes (as calculated by the model)
confirm the actual batch sizes, and even indicate opportunities for fur-
ther group size reduction for image types 3, 4 and 5.

Table 7 gives an overview of the respective average patient lead
times, as well as the percentage improvement in average patient lead
time that could be obtained by introducing the optimal group sizes (as
calculated by the model) instead of the actual group sizes. We can
conclude that group sizes of 2 would be optimal, except for type 3
which needs a group size of 3 (these optimal group sizes are all
rounded to the larger integer, as rounding to the smaller integer leads
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TABLE 6
Optimal group sizes versus planned and actual group sizes

Image Type Planned group sizes Actual group sizes Optimal group sizes
(+) (–) (+) (–) (+) (–)

Overall 8 7 3 2 NA NA
1 8 7 2 1 2 1
2 6 6 4 3 2 1
3 7 7 2 2 3 2
4 5 5 3 2 2 1
5 13 12 5 4 2 1
6 5 5 1 1 2 1
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TABLE 7
Average patient lead times in seconds (minutes) for the planned, the actual and

the optimal group sizes

Image Planned Planned Actual Actual Optimal Optimal
Type group size LT group size LT group size LT

sec (min) sec (min) sec (min) sec (min)

1 8 100268.17 2 45219.17 2 32380.57
(1671.14) (753.65) (539.68)

% lead time improvement∞∞=∞∞29 %

2 6 58862.49 4 49205.60 2 27411.90
(981.04) (820.09) (456.86)

% lead time improvement∞∞=∞∞44 %

3 7 68359.49 2 41013.39 3 33503.64
(1139.32) (683.56) (558.39)

% lead time improvement∞∞=∞∞19 %

4 5 98524.26 3 66953.07 2 38679.77
(1642.01) (1115.88) (644.66)

% lead time improvement∞∞=∞∞42 %

5 13 82319.69 5 50879.51 2 26515.13
(1371.94) (847.99) (441.92)

% lead time improvement∞∞=∞∞48 %

6 5 80772.18 1 36378.51 2 34462.87
(1346.20) (606.31) (574.38)

% lead time improvement∞∞=∞∞5 %

to infeasibilities). As can be seen, the percentage lead time improve-
ments range between 5 % for type 6 patients up to 48 % for type 5
patients. As such, it is clear that using these optimal group sizes would
enhance patient comfort and in the meantime improve the availability
of the NMR in case of emergency operations. Since the group sizes
used in practice are mainly a management decision, it can be con-
cluded that the model provides hospital management with powerful
and yet easy to implement guidelines for efficiency improvement.
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V. CONCLUSION

Queueing models are very useful to quantify the relationship between
capacity utilization, waiting time and patient (customer) service.
Increasing the capacity utilization, while financially attractive, may
require unacceptably high patient delays and poor customer service.
The presence of high degrees of variability (outages, absences, inter-
ruptions,…) negatively impacts the performance of the healthcare sys-
tem. In this paper, we show that this capacity and variability analysis
in a healthcare environment results in queueing models that are dif-
ferent from queueing models in an industrial setting. This is illustrated
by elaborating on two case studies, one case study is related to inter-
rupts and absences and a second case study is dealing with a batch-
ing decision for a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Scanner.
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